Copolymerization of methyl methacrylate and vinylbenzyl chloride towards alkaline anion exchange membrane for fuel cell applications
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Abstract
Our previous studies demonstrated great potential of methyl methacrylate and vinylbenzyl chloride based copolymer electrolytes for alkaline fuel cell applications. In this study, a number of factors including polymer composition drift, molecular weight, and polymer crosslinking is investigated to understand their effects and to precisely control the electrolyte properties including conductivity, mechanical strength, and water mass-uptake. This investigation demonstrated a controllable polymerization procedure of poly(methyl methacrylate-co-vinylbenzyl chloride) membrane with tunable and balanced properties, which is promising for the alkaline fuel cell technology.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Alkaline fuel cell (AFC) is one of the oldest fuel cell technologies developed extensively in 1950s for the space programs [1]. However, the severe CO2 contamination and hazardous corrosion from concentrated liquid KOH electrolyte has limited conventional AFC applications, although AFCs have advantages over proton exchange membrane fuel cells in reducing cost by using non-noble metal electrode catalysts [2] and in fast reaction kinetics for both fuel oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions in alkaline medium [3].

The AFC technology has been revived due to recent advancement in alkaline anion exchange membrane (AAEM). The use of AAEM eliminates potassium carbonate precipitation on the electrodes, reduces KOH corrosion, and ensures the compact structure for portable electronic device and vehicles. Therefore, AAEM was extensively investigated for the last decade. To date, the current AAEM synthesis can be categorized into two types: functionalization of existing polymers and bottom-up synthesis of functional monomers. For the former, the precursor polymers include polysulfone [4], poly(arylene ether sulfone) [5], polyetherketone [6], poly(ether imide) [7], polyethersulfone cardo [8], poly(phthalalazine ether sulfone ketone) [9], poly(dimethyl phenylene oxide) [10], and poly(phenylene) [11]. The functionalization typically includes consecutive chloromethylation and quaternization, followed by anion exchange and membrane processing. The functionalized membranes can also be crosslinked to reduce water uptake and to improve mechanical strength of the membranes. The investigated crosslinking systems include photo-crosslinked poly(vinyl methylimidazolium iodide-co-styrene-co-acrylonitrile-co-divinylbenzene) [12]; chloroacetylated poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO) and bromomethylated PPO via Friedel-Crafts reaction [13]; glutaraldehyde [14], glyoxal [15] and diethylene glycol diglycidyl ether [16] crosslinked chitosan AEMs; trithiapolyetherolthene glycidyl ether crosslinked poly(arylene ether sulfone) [17]; and allyl glycidyl ether crosslinked poly(epichlorhydrin) [18].

The second category of AAEMs is copolymers synthesized from specific functional monomers. In those copolymers, a part of the polymer chain serves as the hydrophobic portion to give mechanical strength of the membrane while the rest portion is hydroxide ion conducting after functionalization. Those novel copolymers include poly(methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate-co-vinylbenzyl chloride) [19], tetraalkylammonium functionalized polyethylenes [20] and our previously developed quaternized poly(methyl methacrylate-co-butyl acrylate-co-vinylbenzyl chloride) (QPMBV) [21–23].

The QPMBV AAEM fuel cells in our previous study demonstrated maximum power density of 180 mW cm−2 [22] and 420 h continuous operation under 75 mA cm−2 discharge current after crosslinking [24]. The focus of this study is to investigate a...
number of fundamental polymerization factors in detail, and to understand their effects on the AAEM properties. Specifically, we focus on (1) the role of monomer composition drift adjustment in electrochemical conductivity, (2) the effect of molecular weight enhancement on mechanical strength, and (3) crosslinking mechanism of divinylbenzene (DVB) crosslinker in AAEMs using atomic force microscopy (AFM).

2. Experimental

2.1. Miniemulsion copolymerization

Miniemulsion polymerization was prepared by dispersing 30 g methyl methacrylate (MMA) and vinylbenzyl chloride (VBC) mixture and 0.12 g hexadecane (HD) into 150 ml aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution by ultra-sonication. The polymerization was initiated by injection of potassium persulfate (KPS) into the miniemulsion at 70 °C while stirring. The polymerization, small amount of miniemulsion reaction content was drawn from the reactor flask from various intervals, and put in the aluminum pan and weighted. After completely drying the drawn miniemulsion content in vacuum oven overnight, the obtained residue (with the pan) was weighted again. The monomer conversion was calculated by gravimetric method using following equation:

\[
\text{conversion} = \frac{W_{\text{dry}} - W_{\text{wet}} \times (\text{SDS} + \text{KPS} + \text{HD}) \text{wt}\%}{W_{\text{wet}} \times \eta} \tag{1}
\]

where \(W_{\text{dry}}\) was the weight of the residue in the weighting plate; \((\text{SDS} + \text{KPS} + \text{HD}) \text{wt}\%\) is the total weight percentage of SDS, KPS, and HD in the reactant mixture; \(W_{\text{wet}}\) was the weight of the miniemulsion content drawn to the weight pan; and \(\eta\) is the weight percentage of monomers in the entire reactant mixture.

Copolymer composition of poly (methyl methacrylate-co-vinylbenzyl chloride) (PMV) was calculated based on \(^1^H\)NMR (proton nuclear magnetic resonance, Bruker DRX-400 high resolution). GPC (gel permeation chromatography, Waters 2410 Refractive Index Detector) was employed to measure the molecular weight of PMV. DLS (dynamic light scattering) was used to determine the droplet size in the miniemulsion system.

2.2. Membrane processing

PMV was dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) to form a 5 wt% solution. Trimethylamine gas was bubbled through the solution for 2 h at 60 °C while stirring. The quaternized PMV (QPMV) was directly cast into a film on an aluminum plate, and dried inside of a sealed chamber in nitrogen environment at 60 °C overnight. For crosslinking, obtained QPMV solution in DMF was put into a flask with reflux condenser under nitrogen protection. The reaction was terminated after 4 h by quenching in ice bath. The copolymer was filtered and dried in vacuum overnight. Monomer conversion was measured during the polymerization. Prior to the polymerization, aluminum weight pans pre-loaded with trace amount of hydroquinone (as polymerization terminator) were weighted and recorded. During the polymerization, small amount of miniemulsion reaction content was drawn from the reactor flask from various intervals, and put in the aluminum pan and weighted. After completely drying the drawn miniemulsion content in vacuum oven overnight, the obtained residue (with the pan) was weighted again. The monomer conversion was calculated by gravimetric method using following equation:

\[
\text{conversion} = \frac{W_{\text{dry}} - W_{\text{wet}} \times (\text{SDS} + \text{KPS} + \text{HD}) \text{wt}\%}{W_{\text{wet}} \times \eta} \tag{1}
\]

where \(W_{\text{dry}}\) was the weight of the residue in the weighting plate; \((\text{SDS} + \text{KPS} + \text{HD}) \text{wt}\%\) is the total weight percentage of SDS, KPS, and HD in the reactant mixture; \(W_{\text{wet}}\) was the weight of the miniemulsion content drawn to the weight pan; and \(\eta\) is the weight percentage of monomers in the entire reactant mixture.

Copolymer composition of poly (methyl methacrylate-co-vinylbenzyl chloride) (PMV) was calculated based on \(^1^H\)NMR (proton nuclear magnetic resonance, Bruker DRX-400 high resolution). GPC (gel permeation chromatography, Waters 2410 Refractive Index Detector) was employed to measure the molecular weight of PMV. DLS (dynamic light scattering) was used to determine the droplet size in the miniemulsion system.

2.3. Morphology characterization

AFM (AppNano ACT-SS-10) was used to characterize the morphologies of the pure polymer membrane, quaternized membrane, and crosslinked quaternized membrane. Static mode of the cantilever with an n-type silicon tip was forced on the spin-coated membrane on silicon wafer to collect the image from a laser deflection.

2.4. Conductivity and mechanical properties tests

Anion conductivity of QPMV was measured using EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, Gamry Instruments 3000, Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA) with the fixture of conductivity cell (BekkTech, BT-112). Four-probe method was employed for all the conductivity tests. The temperature and humidity in the conductivity cell were controlled using an Arbin fuel cell test station. Conductivity was calculated by

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{R a b} \tag{2}
\]

where \(l\) is the membrane thickness, \(a\) is the membrane width, \(b\) is the membrane length and \(R\) is the resistance obtained from EIS.

The mechanical properties were measured using a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA, TA Instruments Q800) by tensile tests at room temperature. The stretch rate was 1 N min\(^{-1}\). Water uptake was measured by gravimetric method, and calculated by

\[
\text{uptake} = \frac{m_{\text{wet}} - m_{\text{dry}}}{m_{\text{dry}}} \times 100\% \tag{3}
\]

where \(m_{\text{wet}}\) is the weight of the membrane after being saturated with water and \(m_{\text{dry}}\) is the weight of the dry membrane.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Composition drift effect

Three PMV copolymers with various compositions were synthesized by miniemulsion copolymerization. Fig. 1 shows the
overall conversion of monomer as function of reaction time. It was obvious that the conversion for all three samples increased rapidly in the initial polymerization time, and then leveled off after approximately 25 min. The difference in final conversion with various compositions could be attributed to the Trommsdorff effect [25], which was common in MMA included polymerization for its self-acceleration phenomenon. As shown in Fig. 1, decrease in MMA component resulted in higher overall conversion of monomers.

The correlation between reactivity ratio of monomers and monomer concentration fraction could be expressed as Eq. (4) [26], when the conversion of monomers was lower than 5% (in the first 5 min of reactions). In the low conversion range, the fraction of unreacted monomer in the system at an instant moment can be assumed to be the same as the initial monomer fraction. The monomer fraction in polymer can be simply obtained from integration of copolymer composition that measured from \(^1\)H-NMR spectra.

\[
r_2 = \frac{f_1^0}{f_1} \left( 1 + f_1^0 r_1 \right) - 1
\]

where \(r_2\) is the reactivity ratio of VBC and \(r_1\) is the reactivity ratio of MMA; \(f_1^0\) is the initial monomer fraction of MMA in mixture of MMA and VBC; \(F_1\) is the MMA composition in the copolymer calculated from \(^1\)H-NMR spectra.

The Mayo–Lewis plot [26] is plotted in Fig. 2 based on Eq. (4) with 3 different initial monomer fractions (QPMV-1, 2, and 3 as in Table 1). The intersection point gives the value of reactivity ratios of MMA and VBC. The reactivity ratio indicates the relative preference of radical monomers reacting to its own kind over to the other monomer. It is shown in Fig. 2 that the reactivity ratios of both MMA and VBC are lower than 1 (approximately 0.3 and 0.7, respectively), indicating the tendency for a random copolymer. Moreover, \(r_1\) was two times lower than \(r_2\), indicating that VBC was more likely to be polymerized in the initial stage of the copolymerization, while MMA was likely to be self-polymerized later in the copolymerization.

Once reactivity ratios were obtained, copolymer composition drift from the unreacted monomers fraction could be established by Eqs. (5) and (6). \(f_1\) is the instant unreacted MMA monomer fraction in the system, which could be related to conversion through the mass balance between the monomers and the obtained copolymer, as rearranged in Eq. (5). \(F_1\) is the MMA fraction in the copolymer as expressed in Eq. (6).

\[
C = 1 - \left( \frac{f_1^0}{f_1} \right)^{\left( \frac{r_1}{1-r_2} \right)} \left( \frac{1-f_1^0}{f_2^0} \right)^{\left( \frac{r_2}{1-r_2} \right)} \frac{\left( 1-r_2 \right)^{\left( 1-r_1 \right) \left( 1-r_2 \right)}}{\left( 1-r_1 \right)^{\left( 1-r_1 \right) \left( 1-r_2 \right)}}
\]

where \(f_1^0\) and \(f_2^0\) are the initial monomer fraction of MMA and VBC respectively.

\[
F_1 = \frac{f_1^0 - (1-C) f_1}{C}
\]

From Eqs. (5) and (6), \(f_1\) and \(F_1\) can be plotted as functions of \(C\), as shown in Fig. 3. The calculated \(F_1\) vs. \(C\) was consistent with the \(^1\)H-NMR measurements from the conversion test samples. From Fig. 3, the important information was that the resulted copolymer composition after polymerization was determined when \(F_1\) approaching to 1 and conversion reaching its limit. Moreover, the MMA composition in the copolymer was all around 5% less than the initial MMA fraction in the monomer mixture, as denoted in Fig. 3.

Therefore, the simple correlation between copolymer composition and the initial monomer fraction was disclosed in Fig. 3. At the very beginning of the polymerization, copolymer composition was around 15% lower than the initial monomer fraction, as the conversion was as small as to zero. As the polymerization approached to the end of conversion, the composition of the copolymer became all around 5% lower than the initial monomer fraction. This investigation established the simple relation between composition in copolymer and the monomer fraction, which guided us to design the composition in copolymer as needed by initial adjustment of monomer fraction, not only qualitatively but also quantitatively.

The properties of the obtained membranes including conductivity and water uptake at room temperature were listed in Table 1. The ionic conductivity of QPMV membranes as function of temperature is shown in Fig. 4. The conductivity in Fig. 4 qualitatively but also quantitatively.

3.2. Molecular weight optimization

Increasing molecular weight can effectively improve the mechanical strength of the QPMV membranes [21,22]. In this study, the effect of the concentration of initiator and surfactant used in copolymerization on the molecular weight was investigated.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, decreasing in KPS concentration, i.e. lower free radical concentration, certainly led to higher molecular weight. Less KPS initiators would have less primary free radicals available in the copolymerization system, while monomers concentration remained the same. Therefore, each polymer chain was enlarged by attaching more monomers, resulted in an increased molecular weight. It was shown in Fig. 5 that KPS concentration at 0.025 mol L\(^{-1}\) could result in a molecular weight of 4 \(\times\) 10\(^6\) g mol\(^{-1}\). When KPS concentration was fixed at 0.025 mol L\(^{-1}\), the concentration of surfactant, SDS, also demonstrated influence on molecular weight as shown in Fig. 6. Increase in SDS concentration would
increase the molecular weight. More SDS in the system would decrease miniemulsion monomer droplet size, confirmed from DLS test as shown in Fig. 6. With droplet size decreased, the number of droplets increased. Therefore, the number of free radical relative to one droplet decreased, which was also resulted in less polymer chains with higher molecular weight.

After the optimization, the molecular weight could reach $6.6 \times 10^6$ g mol$^{-1}$. The morphology of this polymer was further characterized by AFM after spin coating as a thin film. Fig. 7a is the 3D topography of the optimized PMV and Fig. 7b is the 3D phase image, respectively. It was shown from Fig. 7 that the

Table 1
Properties of QPMVs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copolymer PMV and quaternized QPMV</th>
<th>Initial composition (MMA:VBC mol%)</th>
<th>Cross-linking (wt%)</th>
<th>Molecular weight ($10^6$ g/mol)</th>
<th>Conductivity water-saturated at RT 10$^{-2}$ S/cm</th>
<th>Water-uptake (%)</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>90:10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>197.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85:15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>362.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80:20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>646.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90:10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>186.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>90:10</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>190.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90:10</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>90:10</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The QPMV membranes with same composition but different molecular weight were tested and shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The conductivities shown in Fig. 8 were measured at 80% relative humidity using a four-probe method under nitrogen protection. The conductivity results indicated that molecular weight of QPMV polymer did not change the ionic conductivities. However, both Young’s modulus and tensile strength of the membranes were increased as the molecular weight increased as evidenced in Fig. 9. The optimized QPMV-5 had a highest Young’s modulus of 3.3 GPa and the highest tensile strength of 29.5 MPa, which implied a strong and tough membrane material. The water uptakes were also listed in Table 1. It was shown that molecular weight did not influence much on water-uptake, which indicated that water-uptake was mostly dependent on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic composition. To further lower the water uptake, which was critical in fuel cell application, the crosslinking method was employed.

3.3. Crosslinking QPMVs

Crosslinking was proved to be an effective method to reduce water uptake and to enhance the mechanical properties of the AAEMs. In our previous study [24], PMV copolymer was crosslinked with DVB as the crosslinker forming a rigid network to hold the QPMV copolymers. As shown in Table 1, the water uptake of the crosslinked QPMV was successfully reduced to approximately 60 wt% in fully water-saturated condition. AFM characterization was performed on both uncrosslinked and crosslinked QPMV membranes to learn the nano-scale morphologies of the membranes. Fig. 10a and b are the 3D topography and 3D phase image of the uncrosslinked QPMV membrane, respectively. Fig. 10c and d are the 3D topography and 3D phase image of the crosslinked QPMV membrane, respectively. It was found that the crosslinked membrane, as shown in Fig. 10c, had a rougher surface compared with the uncrosslinked one (Fig. 10a). The 3D phase image of the uncrosslinked QPMV (Fig. 10b) shows a distinct phase separation induced by the amphiphilicity of MMA and quaternized VBC. The peak regions represented the hydrophobic domains and the valley regions represented the...
applications, the 10% crosslinked AAEM was tested in a fuel cell. It was helpful to resist water-uptake.

This observation can certainly be attributed to crosslinking the polymer network in the crosslinked membrane, which was hence less distinct. AFM characterization indicated that the crosslinked membranes has less distinct phase separation feature, which was believed to be the reason of well controlled water-uptake to resist the membrane deformation.

4. Conclusion

Based on the detailed study on the effects of copolymer composition drift, molecular eight, and copolymer crosslinking, the properties of QPMV-based AAEM were optimized. Quantitative correlation between the initial monomer ratio and the resulted copolymer composition has been established to predict the ratio of hydrophobic/hydrophilic portions in the obtained membranes. The effect of initiator and surfactant concentrations on molecular weight was also investigated. Decreasing initiator KPS and increasing surfactant SDS could be effectively increase the molecular weight, leading to improved mechanical properties including Young’s modulus and tensile strength. Moreover, crosslinking method was employed to alleviate the water uptake problem. AFM characterization indicated that the crosslinked membranes has less distinct phase separation feature, which was believed to be the reason of well controlled water-uptake to resist the membrane deformation.
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